
About Firestar:
Tags: #Off: DOT #Small #Female #Hero #X-Men #New Warriors #Flying

Firestar’s Mechanics:
Firestar brings a lot of unique mechanics to the game, which warrants a very
unorthodox playstyle. Utilize her stacking Incinerates, Prowesses, and Pierces to
deal massive damage into the opponents block! If you are fighting her however,
make sure to bring an Incinerate Immune champ and don’t block or parry!

BASE STATS & ABILITIES:
Character Class: Mutant

Basic Abilities: Incinerate Immunity, Unblockable Immunity, Incinerate, Intimidate,
Prowess, Perfect Block Chance, Pierce

STRENGTHS:
PASSIVE AI
OSCILLATE
AUTOBLOCK COUNTER
BYPASS CONTACT
BYPASS DIRECT HITS

WEAKNESSES:
TECHS
SENTINELS
HIGH ENERGY RESISTANCE
UNSTOPPABLE OPPONENTS
MISS BYPASSING OPPONENTS

ABILITIES:

Always Active:
● Base Regen Rate is set to 60% instead of the normal 100%. Immune to all effects

that modify Regen Rate, except Poison.
● Offensive Combat Power Rate towards direct hits is reduced by 60%.
● Due to Firestar’s Mutant abilities, she takes no damage from Incinerate effects

and her Perfect Block Chance cannot be reduced by them.



● Immune to gaining Unblockable effects. Whenever this immunity would trigger,
she gains a stacking indefinite Pierce buff granting +XXX.XX Block Penetration.
Max of 3 stacks.

All Attacks:
● Deal Energy Damage instead of Physical.
● Are non-contact, except for Light Attacks which make contact.

Self Inflicted Incinerates - Max of 15 stacks:
● Every 3rd blocked attack by either champion inflicts Firestar with an indefinite

Incinerate debuff dealing XX.XX damage. While Defending it’s on every blocked
attack. Incinerate debuffs also decrease block proficiency by 50% and remove
Perfect Block Chance.

● Whenever Firestar is inflicted with an Incinerate debuff, she inflicts an Incinerate
debuff on the opponent with matching damage for 20 seconds. Up to a max of
60 of her personal Incinerates can be inflicted this way.

● Whenever an Incinerate debuff is placed on the opponent, all existing Incinerate
debuffs are refreshed.

● While under the effect of an Incinerate debuff, generate 12% of a power bar per
second.

● While at Max Self Inflicted Incinerates, Special Attacks are passively Unblockable.

Passive Prowesses - Max of 30 stacks:
● Whenever an Incinerate debuff is prevented due to an Immunity or is Purified on

the opponent, she gains an indefinite passive Prowess increasing special attack
damage by +25%.

When Striking Block:
● Passively reduce the opponents Ability Accuracy by a flat -60%.
● Gain power equal to 115% of what an unblocked attack would have granted. This

is not affected by Firestar’s reduced Offensive Combat Power Rate.
● If either of Firestar’s basic combo ending attacks are blocked, she will avoid

incoming attacks for 1 seconds granting them a 100% chance to Miss.

Heavy Attacks:
● Inflicts an Intimidate debuff on the opponent for 8 seconds. Cooldown of 15

seconds.

SPECIAL ATTACKS:



Special 1: 3 hits, single beam
● Converts up to 5 self inflicted Incinerates each into an indefinite passive Prowess

increasing special attack damage by +25%
● If Firestar strikes into a blocking opponent, she will avoid incoming attacks for 1

seconds granting them a 100% chance to Miss.
Special 2: 4 hits

● +XXXX.XX attack rating if blocked.
● +XXXX.XX block penetration.
● If Firestar strikes into a blocking opponent, she will avoid incoming attacks for 1

seconds granting them a 100% chance to Miss.
● If there are no Incinerates on the opponent, each hit or blocked hit deals an

additional burst of XXXX.XX energy damage.
Special 3:

● Converts each self inflicted Incinerate into an indefinite passive Prowess
increasing special attack damage by +25%.

Signature Ability - Burning Passion
● Firestar starts the fight with 3 Self Inflicted Incinerate debuffs.
● Each Self Inflicted Incinerate debuff increases Perfect Block Chance by 8% to

34%.
● When Striking Block, passively reduce the opponents Ability Accuracy by an

additional -15% to -41%.

SYNERGY BONUSES:

MY MARVELOUS MAN - with Justice/Marvel Boy (Unique)
● Firestar: ???
● Justice/Marvel Boy: ???

NEW WARRIORS OG - with Nova, Night Thrasher, and Dark Hawk (Unique)
● Firestar: Firestar’s passive power gain while under the effect of an Incinerate

debuff is increased by a flat +3%.
● Dark Hawk: Start the fight in Null Mode.
● Nova and Night Thrasher: +100% Fury potency.

AMAZING FRIENDS - with Spider-Man (Classic) and Iceman (Unique)
● Firestar and Iceman: Gain Immunity to Frostbite, and reduce the potency of

incoming Coldsnap effects by -100%. Additionally, gain an indefinite passive



Prowess during special attacks increasing special damage by +100%, lasting the
special attack’s duration.

● Spider-Man (Classic): Personal Armor Breaks become stackable and gain +45
second duration. Additionally, Spider-Man’s Evade can not trigger on Well Timed
Blocks.

● If all other synergy members are present, all synergy members gain +25% attack
rating.

RAIN HELLFIRE - with Emma Frost (Unique)
● Firestar: While at or above 10 Self Inflicted Incinerate debuffs, the opponent is

inflicted with an indefinite Slow passive, preventing Evade and Unstoppable
effects.

● Emma Frost: Increase Prowess potency and duration by 50%.

FIRESTARTERS - with Human Torch, Sunspot, and Masacre (Unique)
● Firestar: Increase the duration of Self Inflicted Incinerate debuffs by 5 seconds.
● Human Torch, Sunspot, and Masacre: Increase the duration of Incinerate debuffs

by 2 seconds.

BLOCK! BLOCK! WHO’S THERE? - with Masacre, Hulkling, and Valkyrie (Unique)
● Firestar: Max cap for Firestar’s personal Pierce effects are increased by 2.
● Masacre: Gain an indefinite Pierce passive at the start of the fight granting

+XXX.XX Block Penetration.
● Synergy members: Increase the potency of Pierce effects by +15%.

TEAMMATES lvl.3 - with Wolverine, Kitty, Colossus, Storm, Rogue, Cyclops (Blue)
● All Champions gain +10% Perfect Block Chance.

RECOMMENDED MASTERIES:

NO OUCHIES/SUICIDES
WILLPOWER & RECOVERY
DESPAIR

CHARACTER DESIGN:



NEW WARRIORS DESIGN:



MODERN OG DESIGN:


